Strengths

**Strong methodology:** The methodology offered by Mindtree is well developed and includes a variety of accelerators to support specific project activities as well as application management activities. These include Code Analyzer, Org Optimizer and Risk Base Testing that can be applied to continuously monitor, further develop and optimize Salesforce applications.

**High attention to governance:** Mindtree uses a strong governance model to support cost control and manage requirement throughout an application lifecycle. For instance, the regular quarterly review with the client is used to conduct a business review, analyze current projects, determine what is working, get feedback, and to outline the next steps to be taken.

**Balanced delivery model:** The strong onshore presence of Mindtree allows high customer proximity of the application management services, while the backing provided by the parent company, Mindtree, creates opportunities to leverage offshore resources.

**Attention to data quality:** Data management gets high attention in Mindtree’s methodology, which includes measuring data quality as a part of business performance assessment. This approach allows continuous quality check on the data of productive Salesforce use.